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Where do you go to grow spiritually? A church? A monastery? India? Tibet? What about the heart of corporate multinationalism? Mystic Microsoft demonstrates that with sincerity and self-offering, God can (and will) guide one's inner growth in any setting, not just formal religious channels. Here, one of Microsoft's most visible technology experts during its major growth years relates how his career circumstances were the vehicle for an inward transformation. With insight, wit, and colorful anecdotes about life at Microsoft, Brockschmidt shows how one's career, like his experience writing the Windows Calculator and his book, Inside OLE 2, are tremendous opportunities for spiritual growth. "[At Microsoft] I learned and experienced exactly what you would expect [in] a monastery or ashram..." Mystic Microsoft offers hope to those who feel that their careers are at odds with their inner aspirations and those who seek to find a deeper meaning in their worldly responsibilities. www.mysticmicrosoft.com
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Learning Data Mining with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Python to analyze data and create insightful predictive models


	About This Book

	
		Learn data mining in practical terms, using a wide variety of libraries and techniques
	
		Learn how to find, manipulate, and analyze data using Python
	
		Step-by-step instructions...
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Combustion Processes in Propulsion: Control, Noise, and Pulse DetonationButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
"This collection represents the current state-of-the-art in combustion research for air-breathing chemical propulsion. Nearly an equal mix of computational and experimental results are presented from the major players in Pulse Detonation Engines research, providing the reader with a thorough overview of the contemporary technical issues...
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Microsoft Business Intelligence Tools for Excel AnalystsFor Dummies, 2014

	Bridge the big data gap with Microsoft Business Intelligence Tools for Excel Analysts The distinction between departmental reporting done by business analysts with Excel and the enterprise reporting done by IT departments with SQL Server and SharePoint tools is more blurry now than ever before. With the introduction of robust new features...
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Aligned for Success: Reset Your Body from the Ground UpCity Point Press, 2019

	How to reach your fitness goals, prevent pain and injury, and achieve optimal performance in work, sports, and life.

	

	Pain is a byproduct of our busy, active lives, but it doesn’t have to be a constant and hindering presence. Whether your daily activity consists of caring for children, or training for marathons, Dr....
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Cutting-Edge Java Game Programming: Everything You Need to Create Interactive Internet Games with JavaCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Teaches you how to write incredible multiuser games for the Internet using the Java programming language. Lists the best Internet resources for game players and programmers. Includes arcade-style game creation tips: game loops, sprites, collision detection, and realistic movement. Details over 10,000 lines of highly optimized, reusable code....
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Microsoft Lync 2013 Unified Communications: From Telephony to Real Time Communication in the Digital AgePackt Publishing, 2013

	Complete coverage of all topics for a unified communications strategy


	Overview

	
		A real business case and example project showing you how you can optimize costs and improve your competitive advantage with a Unified Communications project
	
		The book combines both business and the latest relevant...
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